YEAR 3-6

YEAR 3 - 6 Resource
Stomp out The Gap 2018
Teacher Guide
LEARNING INTENTION
•
•
•

For students to understand how Aboriginal people express themselves through Art.
To appreciate the stories and symbols used in Aboriginal Artwork.
To acknowledge the Artist/s and their Artwork.

What: Knowledge and content
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM: ABORIGINAL AND
TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER HISTORIES AND CULTURES
•

•
•

Respond to visual Artworks and consider where and why people make visual artworks,
starting with visual artworks from Australia, including visual artworks of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (ACAVAR109)
Create and display artworks to communicate ideas to an audience (ACAVAM108)
Explore ideas, experiences, observations and imagination to create visual artworks and
design, including considering ideas in artworks by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander artists
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How: Preparation and resources
What you will need prior to the lesson:
•
•
•
•
•

The provided PowerPoint can be used to guide you through the lesson. Please
familiarise yourself with the PowerPoint and feel free to modify according to your
class.
Familiarise yourself with the Teacher Resource Overview document (provided) and have
a clear understanding of Aboriginal Terms of Reference.
Art supplies - Paints or pencils for artwork
Complete page 2 of the PowerPoint with the Traditional Owners name of where your
school is located
Print out resources:
-

Resource 1: Guessing activity
Resource 2: See, Think, Wonder
Resource 3: Template for Artwork
6 x A3 Images printed in colour for Gallery Walk. Click here to download
images for printing: https://bit.ly/2IAcHAC

Why: Skills and values
The purpose of this lesson is for students to gain an appreciation and understanding of
Aboriginal Art. By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•
•
•
•

Identify the importance and significance of Aboriginal Art.
Understand how and why symbols are used in Artwork.
Be able to recognise the link between stories and Art, through an Indigenous
perspective.
Recognise that Aboriginal people have expressed themselves using Art for over 70,000
years.
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LESSON PLAN
TUNING IN
Part 1: Acknowledgement of Country
Prior to the lesson beginning, it’s important to Acknowledge the Country where the lesson is
being taught. Get the students to repeat the Acknowledgement together (see PowerPoint). This
is an opportunity to talk to your students about the importance and purpose of Acknowledging
the Country.
•

Prior to class: ensure that you have an understanding of the meaning and purpose of
doing an Acknowledgement of Country (see Teacher Resource Overview) and have filled
in the gaps on slide 2.

Part 2: Congeniality circle
Create a circle in the classroom. Establish classroom expectations (refer to Teacher Resource
Overview). Write the questions you choose to ask your students on the board, this will help
everyone remember what they need to answer. Get student to introduce themselves using
Aboriginal Terms of Reference; with their first and last names, parent’s names and where they
come from. This activity is based on the children’s heritage (not what they like etc). Encourage
the students to be proud of their answers.
•

Prior to class: ensure that you have an understanding of the meaning and purpose of
doing a Congeniality Circle (see Teacher Resource Overview)

Part 3: Activating prior knowledge
Discuss the focus of the lesson. Start the discussion by gaining students prior knowledge.
Focus: Aboriginal people have expressed themselves through Art and storytelling for over
70,000 years. (Refer to PowerPoint for some thoughtful teacher guided questions.)
•

This is an opportunity to gauge student’s prior knowledge. All prior knowledge is
important and can be crucial to help guide your lesson. Encourage students to connect
with their background culture, and share how they express themselves through Art.
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FINDING OUT
Part 1: Guess the symbol class activity
Show Artworks to students. Have a class discussion using guided questions on PowerPoint as
prompts. Get the students to interpret/guess the symbols used in the image. Create a list of
what the class believe each symbol represents. (Use resource 1 below)
Part 2: Understanding and identifying the symbols
Check the answers once you have given the students 3-4 minutes to finish off their guesses.
Show the students the meaning of each symbol. (Refer to teacher questions on PowerPoint for
discussion starters.)
Note: It’s important to acknowledge the artist and the story behind the painting.
Teach the students about the meaning of storytelling through Artwork from an Indigenous
perspective.
Use the below links to help gain a better understanding. Year 5 & 6 Teachers: These links could
be used as a reading comprehension lesson to help deepen this activity:
•
•
•
•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQi1NMh9CvA
https://art-educ4kids.weebly.com/aboriginal-art-and-patterning.html
https://www.aboriginal-art-australia.com/aboriginal-art-library/symbolism-inaustralian-indigenous-art/
https://japingkaaboriginalart.com/articles/aboriginal-art-symbols/

*The Cathy Freeman Foundation has been granted permission by Japingka to use their artwork
and content in this lesson plan
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SORTING OUT
The Sorting Out phase will give students an experience to help connect with Aboriginal Art on a
deeper level. This experience will get students looking at the Artwork through a different
perspective. They will be focussing on the story and symbols behind the Art piece, as they
connect with their visible thinking activity (See/ Think/ Wonder).
Part 1: Gallery Walk
Hang the Artworks around the room and get students to walk around the room and look at each
Artwork, whilst completing their individual See/ Think / Wonder (Use Resource 2 below). Click
here to download image: https://bit.ly/2IAcHAC
Students are encouraged to do this quietly, to really appreciate and identify the details of the
Art piece. Encourage your class not to rush but to really look at every detail of the Artwork –
During this activity, you can turn the lights off and play some didgeridoo music in the
background: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzMsoz4XIkM
Give students 10-12 minutes to do this, then direct students to their desks quietly to complete
their individual See/Think/ Wonder.
Part 2: Unpacking See – Think - Wonder
This is an opportunity to embrace students’ wonderings and imagination. Have a class
discussion and get students to recall their observations. Once finished, go through each image
and either as a class, small groups or in partners share their See Think Wonder Activity.
*Come back together and acknowledge the artwork and artists briefly.
Part 3: Discuss story of Artwork
Break students into six groups, give each group a painting. Their job is to write a short story
about what they believe the meaning of the story is, behind the artwork. Get the students to
picture themselves in the Dreamtime. There is no right or wrong way, this is simply an
opportunity for students to be creative and use their imagination.
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GOING FURTHER
Part 1: Create your own image
After exposure to Aboriginal artwork, it’s now time for students to create their own art piece.
By now, they should have a clear understanding about how stories are told and that the use of
symbols are used to express these stories.
Students are given a template (resource 3) to help identify the symbols and can create a story
based on the symbols. Encourage students to use their personal experiences to guide them.
Suggestion: Continue playing the music while students are painting.
Optional: Use video links in Lesson Plan to help students with ideas.

MAKING CONCLUSIONS
As the lesson comes to an end, it’s important for students to reflect and make connections with
their learning experiences. They should feel proud of what they have created and be given the
opportunity to share.
This is an opportunity for students to share the meaning behind their picture. Here are some
suggestions for ways to conduct this section of your class:
•
•
•
•

Have the students back in a congeniality circle to share their artwork.
Put all the artwork around the classroom, get the students to explain their artwork to
each other.
Invite Principals, admin staff or your buddy class to your classroom to display your
Artwork.
Create an area in your classroom or school to display the images.

TAKING ACTION
Reflections
At the conclusion of the lesson get the students to reflect on their new learning experiences.
Taking Action is about how the students’ mindsets may have shifted. During this phase it’s
really important for students and teachers to discuss how they might take action in their
classroom, school community and even at home.
In groups, get the students to answer the guided questions on the PowerPoint.
As a class, create a ‘class agreement’ to incorporate Indigenous perspectives more frequently
in the classroom. See Lesson Plan for more ideas to take action.
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Resource 1
GUESS THE SYMBOL
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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Resource 2

SEE

THINK

WONDER

I See…
I notice…
There is…

I think…
I have an idea about…
Could it be…

Who? What? Where?
When? Why?
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Resource 3

YOUR STORY
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